The City Pallet
Negotiating urban obstacles has been getting tougher and
tougher, especially as standard vans have gotten longer.
Now there is a better way with Kentucky Trailer’s City Pallet
Vans.
The 34’ City Pallet is specifically designed to transport pallets,
containers and vaults. The five 66” wide curbside doors and
rear entrance give you plenty of room to load and unload on
even the busiest street. With a single axle tractor, the short
turning radius makes it ideal for crowded urban pick-up and
delivery points.

You’ll appreciate the reduced size and weight of these trailers
when you hook up a single or tandem axle tractor. You have
the agility you need to get in and out of tight places as you
venture into the city. These offer a shorter turning radius and
more payload than comparably sized straight trucks. Low
floor height, the absence of wheelboxes and attics also make
it easier to load and unload.
Total cube: 2589.
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The City Mover
Negotiating urban obstacles has been getting tougher and
tougher, especially as standard vans have gotten longer.
Now there is a better way with Kentucky Trailer’s City Mover
Vans.
The 30’ City Mover was designed with local and office
moves in mind. For versatility in loading and unloading in any
driveway or parking lot, it has two 68” wide side doors, one
curbside and one roadside, and double rear doors. The City
Mover is lighter, yet holds more payload than the City Pallet.
Again, a single axle tractor pulling the City Mover will have no
trouble moving in and out of even the most difficult residential
driveway.

The ability to switch out
tractors will make your
equipment deployment more
efficient than ever. Now, even
in the city, you will have the
flexibility to put the right
tractor with the right trailer for
any situation. The City Vans
are available with a
translucent roof for better
lighting, white vinyl lining for
smoother surfaces, an
optional roll up rear door, and
a walkboard rack that keeps
valuable space free for
payload. The City Vans can be
equipped with a storage box
to provide more capacity.
Total cube: 2337.
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